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November 1979, US Executive Order 12170 Sanctions on Iran

9 November 1989, Fall of the Berlin Wall

26 December 1991, Dissolution of the USSR

5 June 2017, GCC Sanctions on Qatar

6 July 2018, US China Trade War begins 

APPLICATIONS FOR A PRECISION BUILT QUANTUM FINANCIAL 
 ASYMMETRICAL  ALTERNATIVE ENGAGEMENT INSTRUMENT

 

The Future of FinTech delivered through a semantic web like eye  

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do all these events have in common?  
 

These are all asymmetrical financial war games - designed to achieve

some form of change.  Onward from 2020 most battles and disputes

are going to be fought,  not on the battlefield, but in cyberspace, trade

and especially in financial markets.  WOAs underlying proprietary

IP algorithm, system and concept has the capability, if properly

developed, to become more than a financial growth instrument.  This

proprietary system and concept can become the next dimension,

an asymmetrical financial warfare arena.  It can do so for fractions of

the cost of conventional methodologies and ideas.  I am of the

conviction WOA can, through the force multiplier effect, achieve the

same results in financial markets with a hybrid surgical PAM (pin-

point accuracy momentum).

 

 

 



2 main applications:

 

(1) Flawless execution and exact market calls - when coupled with

sufficiently funded master accounts can create immense rapid

opportunity.

 

(2) Achieving point 1 immediately takes WOAQB to the next step.

Financial gyrations in a market tend to stay in certain ranges within the

volatility scale.  Gyrations and enhancement of market vibrations,  and

swaying in a quantum calculated chaotic metric, can create never

before realised market conditions.  These conditions can be used not

only for financial gain but also to put tremendous pressure on a

currency.

 

Most disputes in the world today are no longer settled in classical

warfare.  The future is through applications in asymmetrical financial

instruments.  This is the future.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Timeline
 
To bring WOAQB to market, we believe, would take our team
less than 2 years.  The costs would be substantial. The
benefits - enormous and incalculable.  
 
At its core WOAQB's mission  would be to predict the future.
Granted, to most people this would sound crazy. New ideas
that are transformative are usually ridiculed.
How often have we been told something is impossible until it
isn't. 
 
With the advent of quantum technology, coupled with
proper funding, our team at WOA is confident we have the
technology and capability.
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